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Realized Projects

HOUSE RAY1 | Single Family House/Rooftop Expansion | Vienna 2003
APARTMENT HIGH-RISE WIENERBERG | Residential Building | Vienna 2005
DEEP SURFACE | Apartment Unit 8-II | Phoenix City Beijing 2004
KALLCO CITY LOFTS | Residential Building with Offices and a Kindergarten | Vienna 2004
GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS SANDOZ, NOVARTIS COMPANY | Interior Design | Vienna 2003
inTENSE repose | Touring Exhibition 2006/2007
APARTMENTS PALTRAMPLATZ | Residential Building | Vienna 2002
STATE OF FLUX | Exhibition | Merano 2002
HOUSE RT | Single Family House | Austria 2005
TOWNHOUSE WIMBERGERGASSE | Residential and Office Building | Vienna 2001
MISCHKE TOWER | Residential Building | Donau-City Vienna 2000
HOUSE J, ABSAM | Single Family House/Extension | Tyrol 2000
OBERLAA HOUSING DEVELOPMENT | Social Housing | Vienna 1998
BEAM | Residential Building with Offices and a Kindergarten | Donau-City Vienna 1998

Current Projects

APARTMENTS STEIGENTESCHGASSE | Residential Building | Vienna 2006
SERPENTE | Chair | Rio de Janeiro 2006/2007
HOUSE H-L | Single Family House | Vienna 2007
PORSCHE MUSEUM STUTTGART | Stuttgart 2007
SIMPLY 11 | Businesspark | Vienna 2008
APARTMENTS FLEISCHMARKT | Rooftop Expansion | Vienna 2008
CASA INVISIBIUS | Vorarlberg 2008
FILM MUSEUM AMSTERDAM | Amsterdam 2009
APARTMENT OBERLECH | Interior Design | Vorarlberg 2007

Competitions

HOUSE OEDBERG | Vienna 2005
UNIQA TOWER | Vienna 2005
OFFICE BUILDING PRATERSTERN | Vienna 2004
ADI DASSLER BRAND CENTER | Herzogenaurach 2004
PARKSIDE RESIDENCE | Vienna 2003
PANORAMA LIFT MÖNCHSBERG | Salzburg 2003
OMV ADMINISTRATION BUILDING | Vienna 2001
DON GIL FLAGSHIPSTORE | Graz 2000
SIGNAL BOXES FOR THE FEDERAL AUSTRIAN RAILWAYS | Vienna 2000
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT + TOWER | Vienna 1999
TRAIN STATION | Linz 1997
TWIN TOWER WIENERBERG | Vienna 1996
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